same time it is a curious and interesting fact
the, moreaciiveforms
of Irongivebetter
results than the milder salts, alid it is there- that in such cases anattack of Goutmay
fore of thegreaterimportanceto
observe suddenly occur, andit is open to question
whether, for example, headache occurs after whether this may not be due to the use of the
each dose of the medicine, whether constipa- drug.
T h e frequency with which Gout occurs
tion toanincreasingdegree
is caused,and
particularly whether the' amount of a1bumen amongst workers in Lead, or those who show.
in the urine remainsconstant, increases, or signs of poisoning by the metal, has of late
years
made
its
preparations
more
rarely
diminishes.
itbepre- .
The preparation which is known as '' Blaud's employed than, formerly,Should
Pills," in which theIron is presented-in an scribed, however, for kidney or for any other
Nurse
should
remember
the
active form, very frequentlysuits patients who disease, the
with
which somepatientseshibit
cannot take other forms of the metal, but at facility
the same time it often fails to, yield as good symptoms of poisoning, and should at once
of joint
results, i n renal cases, asthe perchloride of report to the doctoranycomplaint
Irongenerally gives. It is an old-fashioned pains made by the patient, or if constipation
colickypains.
rule togive to such patients the
solution of occurs, orslightabdominal
Perchloride of Iron in large doses, but the Nurse Mercury, again, in former days was often
The
should remember that this should always be prescribed in cases of kidneydisease.
administered well dilutedwithwater.
If the metal fell into disrepute some fifty years ago
patient suffers from headaches, the doctor will in consequence of the ill effects which followed
probablyprescribe
a blue pill to be taken its excessive and empirical use, and it has not,
occasionally, and this will relieve this tiresome therefore, until recently, been again employed
in the treatmentof these patients.
symptom as a rule, but requires to be given to any extent
more frequently in some cases than in others. But in those who are suffering from extreme
If the medicine causes nausea, or even vomit- dropsy due to renal disease, Mercury is often
ing, this can often
,be obviated by giving it prescribed now, andperhapsnootherdrug
with a teaspoonful of glycerine to each doscof gives equally valuable results. When this drug,
. the mixture. When it causes constipation, ap- then, is given, the Nursemustwatchmost
carefully for signs of mercurial poisoning ;. the
propriate medicines will doubtless be ordered
first andmostmarked
of whichconsists of
by the doctor. But the Nurse should rememsorenessandsoftening
of thegums atthe
ber that Iron in any form alwaysagrees
better, and always gives rise to less disturb- edge of the teeth, together with an increased
ances, if it be administered either with or soon flow of saliva. The occurrence of such
after a meal, becausein that case it is more symptoms should be immediately reported to
a
rapidly absorbed into the system; and,cspeci- the doctor, who will probablyordereither
ally if it be in an astringent form, it sets up diminution of the dose or the discontinuance
less irritation in the stomachif it thus becomes of the medicine. There is no doubtthat
mixed with food. As a generalrule,Iron is mercury accumulates to a large extent in the
also, even when taken in theform of pills, tissues of the body before it causes poisonous
mostquicklyabsorbed
if it is given with symptoms, so that when these effects do
occur they may rapidly increase
in intensity.
plenty of water, thetheorybeingthatthe
fluid separates the grains of the salt, and so 'The importance of careful observation on the
enablesthese tobetakenup
in the finest part of the Nurse is therefore apparent. The
drug towhich
allusion has been made, as
state of division,
Another medicine which is comparatively almost prohibited in the treatment of kidney
the
little used at the present day, but which, for- disease, is Opium. Its effect uponall
tissues is practically governed by that which
merly, was a favouriteremedyinkidney
disease, is one of the preparations of Lead, It it exerts upon the brain and nervous system.
isa well-known fact thatthesalts
of this Its power of relieving pain is due to the fact
and .in large
metal diminish the amount of albumen which that insmalldosesitsoothes,
centres. In the
is thrown off from thekidneys in cases of dosesitparalyses,thenerve
disease, and they therefore have
been employed former,therefore, it relieves pain bydulling
. inthe belief that kidneydiseasecould
be acute sensation ; in the latter it causes death
cured bytheir means. I t is beyonddispute
by checking the action 'of the lungs and then
that many patients improve to some extent in of the heart.
general health while taking Lead, but at the
(To be contintced.)
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